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INTRODUCTION
Structure of the manual:
The manual is divided into four sections.
Section A - Overview of the training manual
The purpose of this section is to provide you with an overview of the manual
and a detailed outline of the themes, objectives, information to be covered,
and outcomes of the training process.
Section B - Workshop process guideline
The purpose of this section is to provide you general guidelines on preparing
for, and facilitating the workshops.
Section C – Individual workshop plans
The purpose of this section is to provide plans for running each of the eight
workshops.
Section D – Notes on individual workshops
The purpose of this section is to provide additional information needed for
each workshop, related to preparation, workshop process and content.
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SECTION A – OVERVIEW OF THE TRAINING MANUAL
The workshops in this manual are designed to cover the INITIAL
DECISION-MAKING PHASE when planning for the redevelopment of a
hostel. The details of this phase are outlined below.
The initial workshop provides an overview of the various issues involved in
hostels redevelopment. Subsequent workshops go into more detail about
each separate topic. The final workshop consolidates information discussed
in the earlier workshops.
Because the final decisions that residents will make are based on a complex
combination of intersecting factors, i.e. tenure, design, finance, and on
cooperative decision making, it is important that residents do not become
confused and overwhelmed at any stage of the process.
By the end of these workshops, residents should be able to make informed
and democratic decisions, about tenure, design and funding options; and the
level of participation that they want in the redevelopment process.
The final decisions will need to be made after you have engaged with the
professional team (architects, planners and engineers) and after taking the
project’s financial constraints into account. The developer or property owner
may choose to appoint an architect or professional team at the end of the
facilitation process, however it is suggested that they be appointed as early
as possible so that the residents’ needs and preferences can be taken into
account at the outset.
After this phase is over, it is crucial that residents receive support and
training in the planning, implementation and management of the
redevelopment of their hostel. To this end, it is envisaged that this training
manual will be extended to cover the next phase.
The following pages outline the INITIAL DECISION-MAKING PHASE of
the redevelopment process.
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THE INITIAL DECISION MAKING PHASE

WORKSHOP 1
THEME:
OVERVIEW
OBJECTIVES
• To provide information on the background and history of the hostels development
project
• To show examples of hostels that have been redeveloped
• To introduce possible hostel improvements
• To introduce tenure options
INFORMATION
• History of hostels redevelopment project
• Examples of redeveloped hostels
• Tenure options
OUTCOMES
• Residents have an overview of the Hostels Redevelopment Project
• Residents find out more about each other
• Residents start thinking about how they would like to improve the hostel
• Residents have an understanding about the kinds of options that other hostel residents
have taken
WORKSHOP 2
THEME:
LIVELIHOODS
OBJECTIVES
•
To understand the livelihood strategies residents are currently engaged in
•
To understand how livelihoods are currently supported
•
To discuss what is needed to support the livelihoods of residents
INFORMATION
•
Livelihoods
•
Provide a basic analytical framework for livelihoods analysis
OUTCOMES
•
Residents existing livelihoods strategies are recognised
•
Barriers to more sustainable livelihoods have been discussed
•
Possible goods and services that could be used by residents to enhance livelihoods have
been identified
•
Started to think about possible ways that the physical redevelopment can support
residents livelihoods
WORKSHOP 3
THEME:
DESIGN OPTIONS
OBJECTIVES
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•
•
•
•

To explore residents needs and preferences with regard to design
To share information on specific limitations with regard to design of the hostel
To explore the link between design and cost
To introduce residents to concept of working with a floor plan

INFORMATION
• Site Design
• Building Design
• Unit Design
• Cost implications
OUTCOMES
• Residents understand the specific design limitations of their hostel
• Residents have considered how the hostel relates to the surrounding community with
regard to facilities, service and social interaction
• Residents understand that the design options they choose will have cost implications
• Residents have articulated their needs and preferences for improving the hostel
WORKSHOP 4
THEME:
TENURE OPTIONS
OBJECTIVES
• To provide information on the various tenure options
• To explore the implications that various tenure options have for institutional form and
ongoing management
INFORMATION
• Different kinds of hostels
• Different forms of tenure (rent and ownership)
• Renting from the municipality
• Renting from a housing association
• Individual ownership
• Subsidies for individuals
OUTCOMES
• Residents understand that different tenure options exist
• Residents understand the advantages and disadvantage of renting from the municipality
• Residents understand that they could rent from a housing association
• Residents understand the advantages and disadvantage of individual ownership
• Residents are aware that subsidies are available
WORKSHOP 5
THEME:
TENURE OPTIONS
OBJECTIVES
• To provide information on the various tenure options
• To explore the implications that various tenure options have for institutional form and
ongoing management
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INFORMATION
• Institutional Forms
• Communal Property Associations
• Share block companies
• Housing Cooperatives
OUTCOMES
• Residents understand the structure and management of cooperatives
• Residents understand the advantages and disadvantages of cooperatives
• Residents have an understanding of the various tenure options available and are aware of
the implications for each option with regard to institutional form and ongoing
management
• Residents are able to take an informed decision regarding the form of tenure for their
hostel redevelopment
WORKSHOP 6
THEME:
FINANCING OPTIONS
OBJECTIVES
•
To explore the available sources of finance for hostels redevelopment
•
To encourage savings
INFORMATION
•
Commonly used financial terminology
•
Individual and group savings options
•
State subsidies
•
Grants
•
Loans
OUTCOMES
•
Residents are aware of the available sources of finance for their hostel redevelopment
•
Residents understand the importance of savings
•
Residents understand the implications of different savings options
•
Residents are able to take an informed decision regarding how their redevelopment will
be financed
WORKSHOP 7
THEMES:
COMMUNICATION, DEMOCRACY, LEADERSHIP
OBJECTIVES
• To facilitate effective communication
• To encourage and facilitate democratic leadership
• To highlight the importance of participation throughout the process
INFORMATION
• Effective communication
• Forms of democracy
• Leadership
• Democracy
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• Ways of reaching agreement
• Decisions by consensus
OUTCOMES
• Residents understand the importance of participation throughout the process
• Residents understand the importance of effective communication
• Residents understand what democratic leadership is
• A picture of the current hostel leadership style has emerged
• Residents have tools to improve decision making
WORKSHOP 8
THEME:
CONSOLIDATION
OBJECTIVES
• To bring together 7 previous workshops so that residents have a full picture of the
information covered
• To ensure that residents understand the hostel redevelopment and local government
policy context when making a decision to redevelop or not
• To take an in principal decision on the preferred tenure option, design issues for the
site and building, the financing of the project and the organizational structure that will
represent residents interests
• To identify the way forward
INFORMATION
• Outcomes of the 7 previous workshops
OUTCOMES
• Residents take a decision on whether to redevelop or not
• Residents take an in principle decision on the form of tenure
• Residents take an in principle decision on the institutional form
• Residents decide on the design principles for the redevelopment
• Residents decide on how the development should support their livelihoods
• Residents identify the sources of funds to be explored for their hostel redevelopment
• Residents decide on an organizational structure, decision making process and
communication system for the redevelopment project
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SECTION B - WORKSHOP PROCESS
This manual is based on the educational principle that the participants have
valuable experience, knowledge, skills and understanding on which the
facilitator should draw throughout the workshops.
Because of the complexity of the options available to residents, you will need
to impart large amounts of new information. However, wherever possible, you
need to facilitate discussion by asking questions. Otherwise the workshops
can turn into a one long lecture by the facilitator, which would be boring for
both the residents and facilitator, and which will make the new information
difficult to understand and remember.
Although you do need to stress that the various aspects are interdependent,
it would also be valuable to remind residents, as often as is necessary, that
you are working with one aspect at a time, and that it will be possible to
integrate all the components towards the end of the process.
PREPARATION FOR THE WORKSHOPS
The value of preparation for these workshops must not be under-estimated.
The information being dealt with is complex and the facilitator will need to
understand the ideas and concepts prior to commencing the workshop.
Each hostel is unique and will require its own localized solutions. Preparing in
advance will enable the facilitator to adapt the training material to the local
context wherever necessary.
The manual recommends specific actions in order to prepare for each
workshop. In addition it is recommended that facilitators read the following
reports, published by the Urban Sector Network, for more background
information:
- Tenure Options and Management Models for Hostels Redevelopment; and
- Design Options and Delivery Models for Hostels Redevelopment.
PRESENT HOSTEL OWNERSHIP
The distinctions between public, private and grey sector hostels play a large
role in hostel redevelopment.
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Before you start training it is therefore very important to find out:
- who owns the hostel
- who owns the land
This information will determine who the stakeholders are in the
redevelopment of a hostel and what sources of funds may be available.
HOSTEL DESIGN
The existing design of the hostel also determines what kinds of physical
changes can be made to the dwelling.
Residents need to be clear from the outset about what design options are
available to them due to constraints imposed by the present design of their
hostel.
You will need, therefore to visit the hostel in advance, so that you can
ascertain which design options are possible, and in order to make the
cardboard model required for workshop 3.
EVALUATION
It is important to do evaluation with the participants at the end of each
workshop. This evaluation should guide you in your preparation for future
workshops.
After you get feedback from the residents, it would be useful to read over
the next workshop, and see whether you need to build in any extra
information; or if necessary, find out the answers to any queries that the
residents might have had.
In addition, it would be valuable to write up the process of the workshop for
yourself. This will provide you with insights and possible alternatives that
you can refer to if you facilitate the same workshop in future.
CONTINUITY OF PARTICIPANTS
The issues covered in each workshop are inter-related. It is therefore ideal
that you work with the same group of participants from one workshop to the
next.
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TIME
The issues covered in the workshops are complex. As the facilitator, you will
need to manage your time skillfully, to ensure that the process moves
forward and that the participants do not loose themselves in the depth of
the subject matter. Where ever possible, the subject matter has been
simplified while retaining all essential information necessary for informed
decision making.
GROUP SIZE
These workshops have been designed for an average number of 30
participants. There is a lot of smaller group work in the workshops. The
larger the number of participants, the more time you will need for each
workshop.
You can group participants in slightly larger groups if you have over 30
participants. However, more time will be needed to complete the same
process with a larger group. There should optimally never be more than
seven or eight people in the smaller groups.
Ideally one facilitator should not work with more than 60 people. If there
are over 60 participants, you will either need to divide the participants and
run separate workshops, or you will need the assistance of other facilitators.
In larger hostels, the number of residents can vary from 100 to 3000
people! In such cases it is recommended that you set up meetings with the
leadership committee/s in the hostel. Separate workshops could be held
with residents who could be organised into different groups which meet at
different times, so as to ensure that all residents are able to influence the
redevelopment process.
SMALL GROUP WORK
For some activities residents will need to meet with members of their own
household, if there is more than one member of a household at the
workshop. At other times, however, it is useful for residents to form groups
with a variety of different people.
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Participants sometimes tend to keep working with the same people. Here are
some ways to divide people into small groups:
- Ask people to number themselves off, for example, from one to four. Ask
the ‘ones’ to sit together, the ‘twos’ to sit together, etc.
-

Ask people to form groups where they are seated.

-

Ask people to form groups with the people sitting opposite them.

For pair work:
- Ask residents to work with the person on their left or to their right.
- Thereafter ask every second person to turn to the one on their left or
right.
TRANSLATION
These workshops have been written in English on the assumption that they
will either be conducted completely in mother tongue, or that any new
concepts and vocabulary, will be translated into mother tongue when
preparing for the workshop, for example, translate the Government Housing
Policy quotations in Workshop 1.
It is important to note that more time will be needed to conduct each
workshop, if the process is conducted in English and translated into mother
tongue during the course of the workshop.

CHECKING PARTICIPANTS’ UNDERSTANDING
It is important to make sure that residents understand the facilitator’s
input. One way of doing this is to tell residents in the first and subsequent
workshops, that they should feel free to tell you if they need clarification
on any points.
Be sure to always check that residents understand after you have discussed
or explained any new information.
Using participants’ mother tongue as much as possible will also help them to
understand.
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RECORDING ON NEWSPRINT
The purpose of what you write up on newsprint is to define, explain and
clarify new information.
Seeing the information in visual form will help residents to engage with the
new information, and make it easier for them to understand.
SETTING UP THE FIRST WORKSHOPS
Before the first workshop:
-

Speak to residents about what is the best day and time for the
workshops. Arrange a time and day that will allow for most residents to
attend the workshops.

-

Speak to residents about the best way to ensure that every resident
knows about the workshop.

-

Speak to residents about what room you will use as a venue. Check that
there are enough chairs. Find out about a power point, for the urn; and
for a video machine and monitor. See whether you will need an extension
lead, how long it should be, and double adapters.

-

Speak to residents about whether it will be possible to have coffee and
tea. Can residents provide an urn or kettles, cups, spoons, tea, coffee,
sugar, milk etc.?

-

Ask residents if one or more of them can take responsibility for
organising the above.

-

Confirm the date and time before the first workshop. Follow up and make
sure that everyone has been informed.

PREPARATION FOR SUBSEQUENT WORKSHOPS
Before each workshop:
- You need to write up most of the diagrams onto newsprint before each
workshop, in order to save time.
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- It makes for easier reading if you use different coloured koki pens.
- You will often need to bring newsprints from previous workshops to
subsequent workshops for the purpose of revision, and to help reinforce
new information and ideas.
-

You will need to put up some of the newsprints before the workshop
begins.

-

In order not to become confused by the large number of newprints always write the number of each workshop and the date, onto the
newsprint very clearly, whether you are preparing newsprint in advance,
or filling in information given by residents during the course of the
workshop.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED FOR ALLTHE WORKSHOPS
For every workshop you will need to bring:
-

different coloured koki pens
blank newsprint
newsprints that you have written up in advance
prestick
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SECTION C – INDIVIDUAL WORKSHOP PLANS
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SECTION D – NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL WORKSHOPS
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WORKSHOP 1
Who we are
It is important to share personal information about yourself because over the
course of the training you will be encouraging residents to get to know each other
better and to share personal information about themselves.
In the training, residents will need to make very important decisions affecting all
of them. Most of these decisions will need to be made collectively and
democratically.
This activity aims to assist residents in their future decision- making by helping
residents to:
-

-

understand their own community
become more aware of each other’s experience so that it will be easier for
them to hold potentially difficult discussions in the future on
- democratic decision making
- how the hostel will be run
- finance
recognise that they may have different cultural, social and economic
backgrounds, desires and dreams

For example:
Some residents might come from the Eastern Cape and plan to retire
there. They might want to put their energy and resources into building
their family home in Eastern Cape, and might see living in the hostel as
temporary. Another resident may be a single male who may be happy to
carry on living in one room until his circumstances changes and provided
the hostel is upgraded. Yet another person may have been born in the city
and may have raised a family in the hostel. They might see their long-term
future in the hostel. They might want a 2 bedroom flat with their own
kitchen and bathroom with a playground for their children and a communal
lounge for social interaction with the other residents.
It is important that these differences and similarities start being recognised and
acknowledged from the beginning – as these will impact both on the kinds of
decisions that are made, and the ways in which they are made.
The issues of present leadership and how decisions are taken will be addressed
in Workshop 7.
Video
The video is designed to give residents an overview of
- the kinds of changes that can be made
- the process that the hostel dwellers went through in order to make these
changes
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-

some positive and negative aspects of the process

It would be useful to refer back to the video when appropriate to illustrate certain
points, for example:
In Bokomo the existing hostel structure allowed for separate units to be
developed. Hostel residents chose individual ownership and residents
were able to get self contained individual units, but this was not an option
in the case of the Lukhanyo Hostel.
The objective of the questions on what residents liked and didn’t like about the
video, is to encourage residents to start thinking in a general way about what
might be possible, and what they would like to avoid in their own hostel.
The questions are not designed to go into detail about the options chosen in
each case study.
Present hostel ownership and design
Although you will have found out about this in advance, it is important to point out
that you got this information in advance, in order to be better prepared so that
residents understand that you are not coming with pre-conditions or assumptions
about their lives.
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WORKSHOP 2
It is important that the residents consider livelihoods when taking decisions about
redevelopment. Before redevelopment takes place one needs to assure that
residents have decided on an option that is affordable for them.
What is affordable will be influenced by how residents are currently surviving and
whether those livelihood strategies will still be possible after the redevelopment.
Wherever possible the redevelopment should try to strengthen existing livelihood
strategies. New, viable livelihood possibilities must be generated if existing
livelihood strategies are no longer possible after the redevelopment.
The purpose of this workshop is thus to help residents and the facilitator better
understand the current livelihood strategies of hostel residents.
Components of livelihoods:
Livelihoods include:
• Activities: the different things that people do to sustain the household and
make a living
• Capabilities: the skills, abilities and knowledge that the members of a
household have and which can be used to make a living
• Assets: the resources that a household has and which can be used to
make a living.

Buzz groups on current livelihoods of hostel residents
In this exercise residents will work with members of their own household.
Livelihood strategies are complicated. Individuals may each have their own
strategy but in a household’s livelihood is sustained by the collective contribution
of each person. The household thus has multiple strategies to make a living or
keep food on the table.
If there are only one or two members of a household present, then 2 or more
households can work together.

Evaluation
The purpose of throwing the ball to residents is to firstly, to ensure that everyone
speaks and secondly, is fun.
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WORKSHOP 3
If a professional team or architect has already been appointed, involve the
architect in the planning and preparation for this workshop. If an architect has
not yet been appointed, it would be advisable to involve one at this stage.
Models & Drawings
Thinking about design in an abstract way may be a new idea for many residents.
In this workshop you will make use of a three dimensional (3D) cardboard model
that illustrates what the hostel looks like at present. The cardboard model is used
in the group discussion because it is an effective way to help residents to
visualize what the hostel looks like and how it can be changed.
The model will also help residents to understand how the structure they live in,
the hostel, can be represented in a two dimensional drawing. This understanding
will assist them later to understand the architectural plans when these are
prepared and presented by the professional team.
Site visit
Visit the hostel prior to the workshop to:
• identify specific design limitations on the site or the building
• observe social interaction on the site and with the surrounding community
• familiarize yourself with the existing site and floor layout prior to building
the model and preparing the floor plan layout drawing
Study the physical environment to establish what the specific design limitations
on the site or the building are. Limitations could include limited site space,
limited access to the road frontage, existing common areas such as staircases,
or access to bulk services (electricity, sewer, water).
You will need to ask questions about the existing services to the site.
• In what condition are they?
• Do they have to be replaced or can they be repaired?
• Are they acceptable for ongoing use?
• Is the current capacity – size of pipes, water supply pressure, size of road,
capacity of sewage treatment system, etc. adequate to accommodate the
hostel redevelopment?
If not this must be made known to the residents as the cost associated with
upgrading civil services and infrastructure may be a major constraint on future
redevelopment.
Check on
WATER SUPPLY – What pressure and what quantity of water is
available? How much does it cost per kilolitre and what does this
mean for the monthly cost to the residents?
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-

SEWAGE DISPOSAL – What is the current system? Will this be
adequate in the future? If not what are the alternatives and at what
capital cost? What is the operating cost of the system and how much
will residents have to pay per month?

-

STORMWATER – Is this a major consideration and if so what needs to
be planned for? Is there a stormwater system in the area that needs to
be linked into?

-

ELECTRICITY - Is there electricity supplied to the hostel at present? If
so what capacity is there and what will it cost to increase it to
accommodate the redevelopment? If there is none then is it available
nearby and at what cost could it be available to the hostel
redevelopment? Would the local authority pay for the connection or
would the development project have to pay? What is the cost of
electricity and what would an average household unit have to pay per
month after installation?

-

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES – Is there a need for gas, wood,
coal anthracite and what are the implications of these options? Are the
conditions suited to solar water heating? What would an initial estimate
of the cost of this be? What would the monthly cost to a household
unit be if alternative energy sources were used?

-

ROADS – Is the existing road link adequate? If not, what is required
and at what cost? Who will pay for it? Are there internal roads within
the hostel complex and are they adequate? If not, what will be
required and at what cost?

-

SOLID WASTE REMOVAL SERVICE – Is there a waste removal
service in operation? If so, is it adequate and at what cost is it
provided? If not what are the alternatives? Consider waste separation
and recycling if possible. What is the estimated cost per household
unit of the waste removal system?

On the site visit observe the forms of social interaction taking place as these may
need to be incorporated into the redevelopment. Check whether there are any
common facilities such as kitchens, ablutions, recreational rooms etc. Establish
where the following nearest services are located:
• transport routes
• churches or meeting places for religious groups
• community hall
• shops and other retail outlets
• hairdressers or barber shops
• dentists, doctors or herbalists
• banks or moneylenders
• sports facilities
• shebeens, bars or other places of entertainment
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•
•
•
•

schools, crèches and other childcare facilities
parks or children’s play equipment
post office, post boxes
telephone services

In the workshops it will be necessary to address which of these services can be
provided for in the redevelopment.
Building the model & preparing the drawings
Use cardboard to build a 3D cardboard model of the existing hostel. The picture
below is an example of what the model should look like once completed.
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The model should have a detachable base so that residents can see the floor
plan separately. This will help them to relate the floor plan at the base of the
model with the floor plan drawings which will be used in group work and again
later on in the hostel redesign process.
Obtain a floor plan of the existing hostel from the current owner or local authority.
Prepare simple floor plan layout drawings of the existing hostel and make copies
to distribute at the workshop.
Group work using the models and drawings
Since you are working with a large group it is advisable to pass the model around
during the workshop. Make sure that every resident gets an opportunity to see it.
Use the floor plan drawing of the existing hostel in the group work looking at how
the existing hostel can be improved (in goal 2).
Group work using the case studies
In the group work in goal 3, you will use case studies of other hostels. Copy the
case studies before the workshop. The case studies have been prepared to
illustrate the inter-relationship between design and cost. The designs and costs
are taken from the Martin and East and the Lukhanyo hostels.
Information obtained from residents in this workshop should inform the initial
design options which are explored by the architect. Options need to be
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considered by the residents so that their needs and preferences are clarified and
so that specific cost implications can eventually be explored.
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CASE STUDY 1
DESIGN AND COST:
New Flats (Langa in Cape Town)
Proposed redevelopment:
Unit
2 Room with own bathroom and kitchen (5 persons)
No. 5
Unit No. 2
Unit No.4
Unit No.3
Unit No. 1

Size
29m²
32m²
33.5m²
33.9m²
42.5m²

Cost
R 40 600
R 44 800
R 46 900
R 47 460
R 59 500

Estimated Cost in 2002 :
The conversion of units R900/m²
Construction of new units R1400/m²
Costs are R1400 per square metre for new build and R900 per square metre for
refurbishment of existing buildings.
This includes basic finishes inside the buildings such as painted walls, vinyl tiles
on the bathroom floors, sittoon baths, basin, kitchen sink and pre-paid electricity
meter. It does not include a hot water cylinder.

Redeveloped hostel (new build):
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CASE STUDY 2
DESIGN AND COST:
Martin and East (Guguletu in Cape Town)
Proposed redevelopment:
- 2 roomed units with own bathroom and kitchen
- Size: 25 m²
Estimated cost of proposed Martin and East redevelopment (cost includes an
office)
Item
Land
Site works (earthworks, greening, office etc.)
Individual water meters
Upgrading/conversion of existing building into 8 units
Building of 8 new units
Professional fees
Total
Estimated cost per unit:
The conversion of units R 879/ m²
Construction of new units R 1 334/m²
Existing hostel layout:

Cost (R)
4 300
15 000
24 000
140 000
231 120
28 000
R 442 420
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Proposed redevelopment:
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WORKSHOP 4
Overview of tenure options
It can be quite confusing for residents to be faced with the different tenure
options.
It is therefore important to introduce each new idea separately and make sure,
that residents understand the following:
• the distinction between individual and communal ownership;
• the various forms that communal ownership can take;
• what an institution is.
If residents ask detailed questions about for example, cooperative housing,
before you have covered communal ownership, explain to them that you will be
dealing with that topic at a later stage.
There are a variety of tenure options possible for hostel redevelopment:
• Rental from local authority or employer
• Rental, “rent-to-buy” or installment sale from a housing association or
housing company (usually a company established in terms of Section 21
of the Companies Act of 1973)
• Sectional title in terms of the Sectional Title Act of 1986
• Communal ownership (Co-operative, Communal Property Association,
Share Block Company established in terms of the Co-operatives Act of
1981, Communal Property Associations Act of 1996 and Share Block
Control Act of 1980 respectively)
• Individual ownership
The formal legal framework for tenure registration and administration in South
Africa is largely inappropriate for the needs of low-income people, as the
registration and transfer procedures are complex and expensive. Although there
are a huge range of potential institutional forms available, there is no institutional
form ideal for social housing. In particular, Sectional Title and Share Block
Companies are not realistic options for hostels redevelopment. For this reason
this manual focuses on the individual rental and cooperative models which are
more popular in the South African context.
Note that tenure form is closely linked to physical design. If the hostel is intended
to remain as rental there are no major design implications, but if it is going to be
transferred to the ownership of the residents, there are major design implications:
• Conversion to communal ownership: office space will be needed for
undertaking administrative tasks and an undercover meeting space will be
required. Communal facilities may be set up for things such as washing
lines, parking area, gardens, while on the other hand individual water and
electricity meters may be required.
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•

Conversion to individual ownership: There will need to be fire walls
between units up to the underside of the roof, no communal facilities will
be possible (all units must have sufficient outdoor space for washing line,
parking, etc.) and all plots will be required to have road access.

Which tenure options are possible also depends on the source of funding. The
table below illustrates:
Tenure option

Public sector
hostel
upgrading grant

Institutional
subsidy

Ongoing rental from local
authority/employer
Housing association/
housing company: rental,
rent to buy, installment
sale
Communal ownership:
Co-operative, Communal
Property Association,
Share block Company
Sectional Title
Individual ownership

ü

û

Nongovernment
funds (e.g.
funds from
employer or
donor
organization)
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

û
ü

û
û

ü
ü

It is important for residents to understand that different hostels have different
tenure possibilities so that they avoid wasting time exploring unlikely solutions.
Exposure to other projects will help them to make informed decisions. However
they will also need to understand that each hostel is unique and that the context
would have influenced the choices made by other hostel residents.

The video
You will need to play different sections of the video at different times in the
workshop. Watch the video again so that you can find each section with ease
during the workshop.

Pep up activity
In this workshop participants are being exposed to several new and complex
concepts. The pep up activity will help them to stay focused throughout the
workshop.
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During this activity everyone will be moving quite quickly around the room. There
will be much confusion as we do not know who each person has chosen. Stop
the game after a few minutes.
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WORKSHOP 5

Questions and answers on co-operatives
Because there is so much information on this topic, it would become very boring
if the facilitator reads out all the information. The information is therefore
presented in question-and-answer format.
For this activity you should ask a member of the group to assist you prior to the
workshop. The volunteer will read out the questions to which you will respond
with the answers. Explain why you are doing so.
If there are enough literate residents, and if you have enough time, you could do
this in the form of a game, asking the people that have volunteered to read the
answers, to try and find the answer as quickly as possible.

Pep up activity
The aim of this activity is to help everyone refocus after so much input, and to
relax and have fun
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WORKSHOP 6
Funding
Depending on the present ownership of the hostel, you will need to focus on the
appropriate funding options so as to ensure that these are understood by the
residents.
Savings – different kinds of savings and loans
This workshop dedicates a considerable amount of time to exploring the benefits
of savings. Any amount of savings contributed to the redevelopment process will
enhance the end product and the willingness and ability to save will enhance the
quality of life of residents even if the hostel is not upgraded.
These activities help residents focus on the advantages and disadvantages of
savings and loans.
Savings secret activity
The aim of this activity is not only to share savings ideas and have fun. It is also
to illustrate that messages get distorted. Usually by the time the information
reaches the last person it is quite different.
Do not be concerned with whether the final message is accurate or not. Do not
focus on how or why the message was not passed on accurately in this
workshop. The activity highlights the fact that a message often gets distorted
Reference is made to this activity in workshop 7 in the Listening and
Communication section.
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WORKSHOP 7
Decision making – dividing residents into groups
The purpose of this activity is not to encourage conflict between the various
groups, but rather, to allow each group to think and talk about their experience of
the current decision-making process in the hostel.
By asking men and women to work in separate groups, it allows each group to
speak more freely. It also allows each group to hear what the experience and
interests of other groups are. This activity ideally could facilitate a decisionmaking process which satisfies all the residents.
If you find there are very few people in any of the groups, you can put two groups
together, as long as women and men remain in separate groups.
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WORKSHOP 8
Decision making
The purpose of this workshop is to take several important decisions regarding the
possible redevelopment.
Consensus decision making is ideal but if a very small percentage of residents
do not support the majority view, it may be necessary to put the issue to a vote.
This should however be a last case resort as every resident will be affected by
the decisions taken and should therefore be in support of it.
If there is no consensus:
- Do a go around in the room and ask residents to motivate or raise concerns
- Record motivations and concerns
- Try to resolve motivations and concerns through dialogue
Depending on who you represent, the residents may have already made some
decisions in your absence and outside of the workshops. If this is the case you
can use the workshop to obtain a report on what decisions have been taken and
to ensure that residents understand the implications of their choices.
Identify preferred options
The purpose of this activity to clarify that design, tenure, finance and institutional
forms intersect. Choices about anyone of these options affect the other options.
Residents must therefore consider the relationship between each of these
aspects when taking their decision.
Each group may present a different scenario when reporting back. This will
highlight the extent to which residents have different expectations and needs with
regard to the proposed redevelopment.
After each group reports back ensure that any contradictions between their
choice of options is highlighted and addressed. This may help to eliminate their
scenario as an option. It will also help to clear any misconceptions residents may
have about the tenure, finance or design options.
Deciding about tenure options
In this activity residents must reach agreement on the possible redevelopment.
A clear choice must be made. Only one of the scenarios previously discussed
can be pursued. If several of the scenarios identified are viable, residents could
be asked to rate them in order to select the most popular one.
Principles of the redevelopment
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The aim of this activity is to develop a set of principles for the redevelopment
which can underpin the brief to the professional team. Residents can use the
outcomes of this activity to assess progress.

